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Abstract

A classic question about democratic elections is how much they are able to
influence politician behavior by forcing them to anticipate future reelection attempts, especially in contexts where voters are not paying close attention and
are not well informed. We compile a new dataset containing roughly 780,000
bills, combined with more than 16 million roll-call voting records for roughly
6,000 legislators serving in U.S. state legislatures with term limits. Using an
individual-level difference-in-differences design, we find that legislators who can
no longer seek reelection sponsor fewer bills, are less productive on committees,
and are absent for more floor votes, on average. Building a new dataset of rollcall votes and interest-group ratings, we find little evidence that legislators who
cannot run for reelection systematically shift their ideological platforms. In sum,
elections appear to influence how legislators allocate their effort in important
ways even in low salience environments, but may have less effect on ideological
positioning.
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Introduction

One of the oldest questions about democratic elections concerns the extent to which they
are able to influence politician behavior by forcing them to anticipate future reelection bids
while they are in office. This idea underpins models of electoral accountability (e.g., Barro
1973; Banks and Sundaram 1998; Fearon 1999; Ashworth 2005; Besley 2006; Kartik and
Van Weelden 2019), but long-running claims that voters are inattentive or uninformed (e.g,
Campbell et al. 1960) have offered plausible reasons to question the power of electoral incentives in many settings. Despite the fundamental nature of this question, it is difficult to
obtain direct empirical evidence on how large the effect of electoral incentives on the behavior of elected officials is, because doing so requires comparing politician behavior with or
without reelection prospects while holding all else equal. A small number of important studies have used term limits as a tool to get at the effects of electoral incentives, by comparing
incumbents who are allowed to run for reelection to incumbents who are termed out and thus
face lower electoral incentives (Besley and Case 1995; List and Sturm 2006; Alt, Bueno de
Mesquita, and Rose 2011; Ferraz and Finan 2011).1 While these studies are foundational, as
we will explain in more detail below, data limitations prevent them from fully separating the
effect of electoral incentives from selection effects related to the fact that individuals who
win enough elections to hit their binding term limit may be different from those who do not
in ways that affect their behavior in office irrespective of electoral incentives.
To overcome this central issue, we collect a new dataset containing over 780,000 bills
introduced over the past thirty years in U.S. state legislatures with term limits of three
terms or greater. This new data allows us to implement a within-individual difference-indifferences design, comparing the final-term behavior of termed-out legislators to their own
1

A closely related literature studies the effects of term limits on aggregate legislative outcomes. In an
especially relevant recent paper, Motolinia (2021) documents how the removal of term limits and the
resulting creation of electoral incentives changed the legislative focus of legislatures in Mexico. In a similar
vein, Olson and Rogowski (2020) documents how state legislative term limits in the U.S. increased legislative
polarization. These papers suggest ways in which electoral incentives alter the business that legislatures
conduct, and are complementary to our focus, which is on how electoral incentives influence the behavior
of individual legislators as in models of electoral accountability.
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behavior in previous terms, relative to counterfactual trends among other legislators in the
same legislature. By using this individual-level within-legislature design, we hold fixed any
time-invariant attributes of individual legislators and of states, thereby addressing the key
selection issues facing existing studies that use term-limits designs.2
We combine this data with information on a range of publicly observed measures of legislator effort—including bills sponsored, committee service, and attending roll-call votes—for
roughly 6,200 legislators, as well as data on over 16 million roll-call votes cast in these legislatures and more than 80,000 interest-group ratings of legislators, which we use to estimate
their ideological positions. The resulting dataset allows us to observe fine-grained measures
of how incumbents allocate their effort—covering the full range of variables Dal Bó and Rossi
(2011) propose as measures of legislator effort—as well as their ideological positioning.
Studying this new dataset, we document substantial effects of electoral incentives on
how legislators allocate their effort. When incumbent state legislators can no longer seek
reelection, they sponsor fewer bills, perform less committee service, and are present for fewer
votes in the legislature, on average. We experiment with a number of different differencein-differences designs that build counterfactual trends from other legislators in termed-out
states, from legislators in termed-out states prior to the implementation of term limits, and
from legislators in other states that do not have term limits, finding consistent evidence
for these effects of electoral incentives. The results are broadly consistent with models
of electoral accountability and suggest that electoral incentives play an important role in
structuring how legislators allocate their effort even in a low-salience setting.
In contrast, we find no evidence that electoral incentives cause legislators to change their
ideological positions. Legislators who can no longer seek reelection do not seem to become
2

Related empirical work studies electoral incentives by comparing incumbent behavior close to election time
to behavior farther away from election time (e.g., Huber and Gordon 2004), or by comparing the behavior of
officials who face election to other similar officials who are instead appointed (Lim, Snyder, and Strömberg
2015). For a more in depth review, see Ashworth (2012). A recent paper also estimates a dynamic game
to, among other things, study the welfare effects of gubernatorial term limits (Sieg and Yoon 2017). Our
paper is also similar in spirit to Spenkuch, Montagnes, and Magleby (2018), which studies the manner in
which senators cast roll-call votes in anticipation of final-period behavior.
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systematically more-extreme or more-moderate in their roll-call voting. Examining a number of specific issues where we have access to interest-group ratings of state legislators, we
see no obvious patterns of legislators becoming more-extreme or more-moderate when they
can no longer seek reelection. This may be at odds with a long-running literature stemming
from Downs (1957) and others that relates electoral incentives to candidate moderation (e.g.,
Ansolabehere, Snyder, and Stewart 2001; Fiorina 1973; Griffin 2006), mostly in the context
of higher salience Congressional races, but it is consistent with a view of American state
legislative elections in which voters are insufficiently informed about candidate positions to
induce them to adopt popular platforms (e.g., Rogers 2017). Alternatively, it is also consistent with “citizen-candidate” models in which candidates have fixed ideological positions
that do not vary based on electoral incentives (Alesina 1988; Osborne and Slivinski 1996;
Besley and Coate 1997), and with a related set of empirical work exploring the rigidity of
candidate positions in American elections (e.g., Hall 2018; Lee, Moretti, and Butler 2004;
Poole and Rosenthal 2000)
Whether these patterns are good or bad for democratic representation is unclear, but
they suggest the important powers and limitations that elections can have. Elections in state
legislatures appear to be an important tool for altering the way that legislators allocate their
effort—in contrast with the view that elections in low-salience environments leave legislators
free to act unconstrained—but may have less influence over their ideological positions.

2

Using State Legislatures as a Laboratory

Before moving to our data and analysis, in this section, we motivate our focus on termlimited state legislatures, explaining why they are valuable to study both substantively and
methodologically.

3

2.1

Term-Limited State Legislatures: An Important Context

Studying electoral incentives in term-limited state legislatures is substantively valuable for
two main reasons.
First, the term-limited legislatures are themselves highly consequential electoral contexts,
so understanding how electoral incentives operate in term-limited state legislatures is a directly important question. In the United States, state legislatures are responsible for a broad
range of important policies, which means that the behavior of state legislators is important to
understand. According to the Urban Institute, in 2015, state governments spent 1.3 trillion
dollars, and oversaw local governments that spent an additional 1.5 trillion dollars.3 The 14
term-limited state legislatures we focus on in this study include the state with the largest
economy and most state revenues per capita, California, as well as the state with the fourth
largest revenues per capita, Florida.4 Recognizing the importance of these legislatures, the
movement to implement state legislative term limits was well-funded and hard fought, and
has spawned an extremely deep academic literature seeking to understand the effects of term
limits in state legislatures (see for example Cain and Kousser 2004; Kousser 2005; Moncrief,
Powell, and Storey 2007; Mooney 2009).
Studying electoral incentives in state legislatures complements existing state legislative
election research in valuable ways. Existing research suggests that the association between
candidate moderation and electoral performance is weaker in state legislative elections than
in federal elections (Rogers 2017; Caughey and Warshaw 2020), perhaps because voters are
focused on national issues and campaigns (Rogers 2016). Consistent with this, Kroeger
(2017) documents high rates of interest group influence in the legislative process, especially
for term-limited legislators.5 De Benedictis-Kessner and Warshaw (2020) finds a link between
3

Roughly 22% of this money was spent on elementary and secondary education; 21% was spent on public
welfare programs; the remainder largely went to higher education, health and hospitals, police, and infrastructure. See https://www.urban.org/policy-centers/cross-center-initiatives/state-localfinance-initiative/projects/state-and-local-backgrounders/state-and-local-expenditures.
4
See https://www.taxpolicycenter.org/statistics/rankings-state-and-local-capita-generalrevenue.
5
This paper, and our focus on state legislative term limits, connects to a very extensive literature on the
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local economic performance and punishment or reward for state legislators of the president’s
party, further evidence potentially consistent with voter inattention to state legislators’ own
actions and behavior. Summing up the state of affairs, Rogers (2017: abstract) writes that
“while state legislators wield considerable policymaking power, elections do not appear to
hold many legislators accountable for their lawmaking.” We complement this valuable body
of work by looking specifically for a different type of accountability defined in formal models of
electoral accountability: the actions legislators take in the legislature in response to electoral
pressures, distinct from the literature’s primary current focus on election outcomes. Even
if election outcomes are not a function of legislator ideological positioning or their personal
efforts to affect the economy, the threat of reelection could still change the actions and efforts
of politicians while they are in office.
Second, studying term-limited state legislatures teaches us something about the mechanics of democracy that is likely to generalize to other electoral contexts. As Mooney (2009)
shows, term-limited state legislatures are similar, on average, to other state legislatures on
a wide variety of relevant attributes, suggesting that effects estimated in term-limited state
legislatures may generalize quite readily to other state legislatures, and state legislatures are
thought to be a useful laboratory we can use to understand the workings of electoral politics
more generally. There is a long-running and rapidly growing literature that sheds light on
foundational theories of electoral politics by using state legislatures as a testbed, studying
core topics like how money influences electoral politics (e.g., Barber 2015; Harvey and Mattia
2019), the role of gender bias in legislative politics (e.g., Kathlene 1994; Sanbonmatsu 2002),
race and representation (e.g., Butler and Broockman 2011; Grumbach and Sahn 2020), and
legislative polarization (e.g., Olson and Rogowski 2020; Shor and McCarty 2011).6 The state
legislatures are a particularly valuable testbed for questions about electoral accountability
effects of state legislative term limits on important political outcomes, including interest group influence,
the balance of power between the legislature and the executive, the diversity of the legislature, and the
advantage of incumbents. For brevity’s sake, we will not catalogue this work here, but a helpful review can
be found in Mooney (2009).
6
This is a tiny sampling of the very large literature studying state legislatures; it is intended to be purely
illustrative and not exhaustive.
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because, like so many elections across the world, they are relatively low salience and feature
low levels of voter information; as a result, they provide a hard test for models of electoral
accountability.

2.2

New Design for Differencing Out Unobserved Politician Type

In addition to their substantive import, studying the U.S. state legislatures also makes it
possible to use a different and potentially more robust design than previous term-limits
papers. A simple model of electoral accountability with both moral hazard and adverse
selection predicts that politicians who survive until their binding term limit will be on average
of higher quality than those who do not, and this is the key empirical challenge that the
term-limits literature must solve (Alt, Bueno de Mesquita, and Rose 2011).7 Besley and
Case (1995) and List and Sturm (2006) employ difference-in-differences designs that leverage
within-state variation in whether the sitting governor is a lame duck. As Alt, Bueno de
Mesquita, and Rose (2011) explains, though, because lame-duck governors may be of higher
average quality than governors who do not make it to their lame-duck term, the resulting
estimates of electoral incentives may be downward biased. While the true effect of the
removal of electoral incentives on incumbent effort might be large and negative, there may
be an offsetting, positive difference between lame ducks and non-lame ducks reflecting the
higher competence of governors who make it to their final term.
Alt, Bueno de Mesquita, and Rose (2011) addresses this issue of selection by focusing on
states that switch from having a one-term limit for governors to having a two-term limit.
The paper compares outcomes for first-term lame ducks to outcomes for first-term governors
in the same state later in time, who are eligible for reelection because the state expanded its
term limit—since both groups have won exactly one election at this point, they should be
of similar underlying quality while facing different electoral incentives. While an important
improvement, this approach requires assuming that the underlying type distribution of first7

We review the model from Alt, Bueno de Mesquita, and Rose (2011) in the Appendix and explain why our
design addresses this issue).
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term governors is the same before and after the term limit is extended from one term to
two. If higher-quality people run for office when there is an opportunity to serve two terms
instead of one, the Alt, Bueno de Mesquita, and Rose (2011) design will overestimate the
effect of electoral incentives.
Ferraz and Finan (2011) addresses the selection issue another way, by comparing mayors
in a two-term term limit setting who barely won election into a second term, thus becoming
lame ducks, to mayors who barely won election into their first term. Because mayors barely
elected into their second term have survived one more election cycle than mayors barely
elected into their first term, and may therefore be of higher type on average, the paper
restricts focus among the bare-winning first-term mayors to those who go on to win a second
term. However, this set of first-term incumbents could be different from those serving in
a second term; they barely won a first election, but went on to win a second election by
any margin, while the lame duck sample won their first election by any margin but barely
won their reelection. Depending on the relationship between underlying types for corruption
(the outcome in the paper) and electoral selection, this could bias the estimate of electoral
incentives in either direction.
The fundamental challenge in all these papers is that making cross-person comparisons
between politicians who do or do not face a binding term limit risks conflating electoral
selection for different types with the effects of electoral incentives. The state legislative
context makes it possible to hold individual type fixed by making within-person comparisons
to estimate electoral incentives effects. Because the term limits in our sample are longer than
two terms, and because there are many more state legislators than there are governors, we
can use a difference-in-differences design at the individual level, assessing how much an
individual changes her effort allocation when she hits her binding term limit, relative to her
own behavior prior to the term limit. While this approach has its own challenges, which we
discuss below, it is the only term-limits paper to date, to our knowledge, that is able to fully
difference out the time-invariant components of individual incumbent type.

7

Table 1 – Summary of Dataset Coverage. The table shows the states
and chambers that enter our main analysis, the years for which we have
data, and the year in which the term limits took effect.
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State

Chambers

Data Range

Year When Limits
Took Effect

AR
AZ
CA
CO
FL
LA
ME
MI
MO
MT
NV
OH
OK
SD

house
house & senate
house
house
house
house
house & senate
house
house
house
house
house
house
house

2001-2016
1991-2016
1999-2016
2003-2016
2003-2016
1996-2015
2003-2016
2001-2016
1999-2016
2001-2016
1999-2016
2007-2014
1999-2016
2003-2016

1998
2000
1996
1998
2000
2007
1996
1998
2002
2000
2010
2000
2004
2000

Data on Legislator Behavior in State Legislatures

To implement our study, we began by collecting primary source data on legislation and rollcall voting in term-limited states, since our study focuses on term limits.8 Our design requires
that legislators be limited to three terms or more, which excludes Nebraska’s unicameral
legislature from our analysis. Our design also requires that legislators not serve staggered
terms, as this severely complicates the construction of counterfactual trends, so we exclude
a number of the state senates in term-limited states. The final dataset covers 14 states and
includes the 14 state houses (AR, AZ, CA, CO, FL, ME, MI, MO, MT, NV, OH, OK, SD,
and LA) and 2 state senates (AZ and ME) that meet these conditions.
Table 1 summarizes the term-limited states, chambers, and years that we analyze in our
main analyses—those that meet the above conditions and which provided sufficient data
to allow us to construct our main measure of legislator productivity, which we will define
8

We gathered information on states’ term-limit laws from the National Conference of State Legislatures.
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below. Because different states offer data going back different lengths of time, our panel is
unbalanced; for some states, as the table shows, we are able to exploit data from sessions
that took place prior to the implementation of term limits. More exact details on the sample,
including the number of legislators included in each state-year, are available in the Appendix.
For each term-limited chamber in our sample, we downloaded roll-call voting records and
additional information about bills introduced to the legislature from official online sources.
Because each state required its own tailored approach—in some cases, the data is relatively
well formatted and can be scraped automatically before going through extensive cleaning,
while in others the approach must be almost entirely manual—the process was quite time
consuming, with each state taking several weeks (roughly 100 hours) of concerted effort,
on average. Though in future work we aim to compile a panel of all 99 state legislatures,
this is why we focused first only on the states where we could directly study the effect of
electoral incentives using term limits. For the purposes of comparing termed-out legislators
to legislators in other states without term limits, however, we also did add two non-termlimited states, New York and Texas. We discuss the value of using these two states below
in the relevant analysis.

3.1

Theoretical Focus on Legislator Productivity

To understand how electoral incentives affect legislator behavior, we want to focus on important legislative activities that are publicly visible. In the Appendix, we review a basic model
of electoral accountability from Alt, Bueno de Mesquita, and Rose (2011) that motivates
our empirical analysis. In accountability models, voters try to infer whether their legislator
is more competent than the average challenger they could elect instead, without being able
to observe competence directly. While these models are abstract and suppose that voters
draw these inferences based on the “state of the world,” it is reasonable to suppose that in
the real world voters also use the way that their legislators allocate their effort to important
legislative activities to evaluate them. If electoral incentives are important, we hypothesize,
9

they should induce legislators to allocate more effort to key observable forms of effort in
order to affect voters’ inferences and increase their chance of reelection.
What are these important legislative activities? We focus on three, all drawn from previous literature (Dal Bó and Rossi 2011; Titiunik 2016): the degree to which legislators
introduce legislation, work in committees, and show up to vote on roll-call votes. We focus on these three categories because they cover the most important publicly visible efforts
that legislators, including American state legislators, can undertake on behalf of their constituents. Sponsoring legislation is the central way that legislators can craft a personal
political agenda (e.g., Schiller 1995). Serving on committees provides legislators with opportunities to influence the legislative agenda, push forward viable legislation, and mark
up legislation with constituent interests in mind (e.g., Gilligan and Krehbiel 1987; Shepsle
1978). Finally, casting roll-call votes is a prime opportunity for legislators to take visible
positions for their constituents (Mayhew 1974), and not being present to cast roll-call votes
is one of the most basic forms of legislator shirking (Bender and Lott 1996; Rothenberg
and Sanders 2000). While the literature has often thought about missing roll-call votes as
pure shirking, legislators may also strategically abstain from casting roll-call votes in some
cases (e.g., Shepsle 1972). In such cases, the measure would still reflect the degree to which
legislators are allocating their effort towards visible position-taking.
Is it reasonable to suppose that, even in a low salience environment like state legislatures,
electoral incentives, if they exist, would affect these actions for individual legislators? While
most voters do not pay close attention to their state legislators’ behavior, we have several
reasons to think that introducing bills, serving on committees, and casting roll-call votes
could be important for legislators seeking reelection. First, legislators can advertise these
activities to voters. Indeed, legislators themselves prominently feature these activities in
their own communications and campaign materials. As part of our research, we often found
ourselves on state legislators’ personal webpages. It is very common for these webpages to
list the legislator’s committee service and to boast about bills the legislator has introduced.
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Second, while voters themselves may not pay attention to these activities, primary or
general-election opponents and interest groups can. Brown and Goodliffe (2017), for example,
offers several examples of state legislative races in which opponents question the attention and
effort of an incumbent by pointing to their high absentee rates from roll-call votes. Although
many state legislative races are uncontested, incumbents may focus on these visible activities
in part to ward off primary or general-election challengers.
Third, and finally, interest groups and parties care a great deal about who serves on which
committees and on what happens on these committees (e.g., Fouirnaies and Hall 2018). As
a result, a legislator seeking reelection has reasons to participate actively on committees, not
only to gain voter support but to gain support from interest groups and their party, who in
turn can foster voter support.
These outcomes are not entirely in the legislator’s personal control. Most obviously,
legislators do not get to choose what committees they are on unilaterally. If the majority
party decides to give fewer committee assignments to a termed-out legislator because they
want to burnish the reelection credentials of their more-junior members, this would still be
an important effect of electoral incentives, but it should not be interpreted as purely an
individual-level effect. It is conceivable that term-limited legislators could also coordinate
their bill sponsorship with their party. For these reasons, we should be cautious in interpreting our effects of electoral incentives as partly reflecting systematic strategic considerations
of parties—however, we also perform analyses on the separate components of our productivity index, finding consistent effects across those measures with more potential party control
(especially the committee index) and those with less (especially the rate of casting roll-call
votes). In the Appendix, we also assess whether our results vary across states where party
leadership is thought to be stronger vs. weaker, finding no evidence that the effects are
concentrated in states where parties might influence individual legislator behavior less.
Last, while individual legislators do have personal control over introducing their own
bills, some state legislatures limit the number of bills a legislator can introduce. If most
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legislators regularly hit these limits in these states, measuring the number of bills introduced
by a legislator would not provide a lot of information about legislator effort allocation.
Fortunately, only half of the term-limited states in our sample have such limits, according to
the National Conference of State Legislatures, and not all of the limits are very stringent.9
We can also see in our data that individual legislators do not seem to have dramatically
truncated levels of bill sponsorship: the average number of bills sponsored in a given year
for an individual legislator is 27, with a standard deviation across legislators of 30 and a
within-legislator standard deviation of 17, indicating that legislators vary substantially in
the number of bills they sponsor by year. If the limit on bills introduced were an important
constraint for our analysis, the within-legislator standard deviation would be close to zero.
For these reasons, we think these are valuable measures of legislator productivity in state
legislatures.

3.2

Measuring Legislative Productivity

Having justified the theoretical value of our measures of legislator productivity, we now
discuss how we operationalize them with our data.

Sponsoring Legislation
Based on the formatting of the data from each state in our sample, we create a bill-level
dataset containing the bill’s sponsor, its name, a brief textual summary of its purpose when
available, and whether it passed into law or not.10 For our analyses, we collapse this dataset
by legislator and term, so that we know the total number of bills sponsored by each legislator
in each term.

9

See https://www.ncsl.org/research/about-state-legislatures/limiting-bill-introductions.
aspx.
10
Where possible, we also collect more information on legislation—including the full text of bills and the
estimated fiscal consequences of bills—by downloading and converting full pdf files of the legislative journals
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Committee Service
To study committee service, we start from a dataset on state legislative committee assignments and committee chairmanships that we collected from primary sources for two previous
studies (Fouirnaies 2018; Fouirnaies and Hall 2018). We add to this dataset new information on vice committee chair positions for all state legislatures over the study’s time period,
collected manually from the state legislative Yellowbooks.
Using this data, we construct a simple measure of a legislator’s committee activities based
on her formal responsibilities on the various committees she serves on. We measure legislator
i’s responsibilities on committee j in chamber c at time t, and we construct the following
activity index:

Committee Activityijct





0



= 1


2



3

if
if
if
if

i
i
i
i

is
is
is
is

a not a member of committee j at time t
an ordinary member of committee j at time t
vice chair of committee j at time t
chair of committee j at time t.

(1)

These values reflect the idea that committee chairs hold more responsibility than vice chairs
do, and vice chairs hold more responsibility than rank-and-file committee members. The
relative weights, ranging from 0-3, are clearly somewhat arbitrary, but none of the results
depend on these weights, as we will show below. To construct a an aggregate measure of a
legislator’s formal responsibilities, we then sum across all committees J in a given chamber
and term:
Committee Activityict =

X

Committee Activityijct ,

(2)

jct ∈Jct

where Jct is the set of committees in chamber c at time t.
Roll-Call Voting
To study how legislators vote on the floor, we collected data on roll-call votes, again from
each state’s official website. The precise source of this data varies from state to state; in
13

some cases, this information is provided in an easily downloadable format, while in others
it is in PDFs that we have converted to text using automated techniques. In total, we have
over 16 million individual roll-call votes linked to specific candidates. There is significant
variation across states in terms of what roll-call votes they record. Some states only record
and publish the final vote taken at the third reading of the bill or at the final passage,
whereas other states make every single roll-call vote publicly available. Differences in data
availability like these will not affect any of the results presented since all comparisons are
made within the same chamber and term.
Using this data, we measure participation in floor votes by calculating the percent of
floor roll-call votes in which legislator i is recorded a voting either in favor or against the
motion.

Aggregate Productivity Index
In order to focus the analysis on a single key quantity that captures all of these relevant
dimensions of effort, we follow Dal Bó and Rossi (2011) and use principal components analysis
to construct a productivity index by extracting the latent dimension underlying the three
measures of productivity discussed above. For ease of interpretation, we normalize this index
to mean zero and unit standard deviation.
We combine these measures with data on all state legislature elections for the time
period of the study, which we obtain from Klarner et al. (2013), as cleaned and organized
in Fouirnaies and Hall (2018). We use the election data to track each legislator’s terms
of service, so that we know when they are being termed out of their legislative chambers.
Table A.1 shows the specific states and year-ranges for the final dataset on term-limited
state legislatures.
States vary in which components of the productivity index they make publicly available.
Our main analyses focus on the subset of cases for which we observe all three components;
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however, we also present results for each component separately which do not condition on
the availability of the other components.

3.3

Measuring Legislator Ideology

As we explained in the introduction, we are also interested in understanding whether legislators change their ideological platforms in response to electoral incentives. To study this
question, we use the roll-call votes to scale incumbents ideologically, using the popular WNOMINATE algorithm (Poole and Rosenthal 1985; Carroll et al. 2009). The algorithm works
by applying a model of discrete choice to extract meaningful dimensions of variation from the
roll-call voting matrix (where legislators are rows and bills are columns, or vice-versa.) We
use the wnominate package in R to implement the scaling, and we extract the first dimension
of the score as our measure of ideological positioning. The W-NOMINATE scalings are not
immediately comparable over time, as they are estimated separately for each chamber-term;
however, by using them in a difference-in-differences design, we can compare incumbents’
relative positioning within their chamber over time. The scalings run from negative (for
more liberal) to positive (for more conservative); we take the absolute value of the scaling
to indicate a legislator’s extremity, following previous work (e.g., Canes-Wrone, Brady, and
Cogan 2002).
It is possible that W-NOMINATE is too coarse to detect important issue-specific shifts in
positions for term-limited legislators. To complement this aggregate analysis, we also gathered information on interest-group ratings of legislators in seven key issue areas: Abortion,
Business, Education, Environment, Guns, Taxes, and Labor Unions. The interest-group
ratings either come from the non-profit organization Project Vote Smart or directly from
the website of an interest group. To construct a rating for a legislator, most of these groups
select a set of bills that are important to their agenda in a particular session, and then for
each legislator they calculate for the percent of votes in which the legislator’s vote is aligned
with the position of the interest group. We rely on the classification of issue areas produced
15

by Project Vote Smart so that we can estimate effects separately for each issue. We focus on
seven issue areas for which a substantial number of legislators receive ratings, and we collapse
the remaining issue areas into a miscellaneous “other” category. We link each legislator in
our dataset to the scores produced by the different interest groups. In the Appendix, we
provide additional information on the specific interest groups, their main issue area, and the
range of years and states for which we have ratings.

4

Electoral Incentives Increase Legislator Productivity

In this section, we use our data on state legislatures to test whether electoral incentives
induce state legislators to allocate more of their effort towards visible measures of legislative
productivity.

4.1

Graphical Evidence

We begin with a graphical analysis. Figure 1 examines legislator productivity for legislators
who serve different numbers of terms in office. In the left panel, we study states with
three-term term limits, and we compare productivity across terms in office for three sets of
legislators: those who only serve one term in office; those who serve two terms in office; and
those who serve three terms in office and are then termed out of the legislature.
The figure suggests that legislators are less productive in their final term than in their
previous terms.11 Patterns are extremely similar in the right panel when we study states
with four-term term limits. While suggestive, these graphical patterns do not account for
the main issues of causal inference we discussed earlier in the paper; accordingly, we turn
now to formal estimates that address these issues.

11

The figure also shows that legislators who survive until their third term are, on average, more productive
than legislators who do not survive until their third term. We will return to these “selection effects” in
the final part of the paper.
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Figure 1 – Reelection Incentives and Legislator Productivity. Termlimited legislators are less productive in their final terms, on average.
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Formal Estimates of the Effect of Reelection Incentives

The key empirical challenge to using term limits to study reelection incentives is the need
to separate incentives from selection. We improve on the designs in the existing empirical
literature by implementing a within-individual, within-state difference-in-differences design.
This design separates the accountability effect from time-invariant competence effects and
linear learning effects that would otherwise bias the estimates.
Specifically, we use OLS to estimate equations of the form

Productivity ict = βa Term Limited ict + αi + δct + ict ,

(3)

where Productivity ict is a measure of productivity for legislator i in chamber c at time t. The
variable Term Limited ict is an indicator for whether legislator i at time t is serving her final
term before the binding term limit kicks in. Finally, αi stands in for individual fixed effects,
while δct stands in for chamber-by-term fixed effects. This difference-in-differences design
makes within-incumbent comparisons of the change in productivity for legislators who face a
binding term limits vs. those who do not. In the Appendix, we show that βa is an estimate
of the electoral incentives effect as defined in the model from Alt, Bueno de Mesquita, and
Rose (2011).
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Table 2 – Effect of Electoral Incentives on Legislator Productivity.
In their final term, term-limited legislators are less productive.

Legislative
Productivity Index
(1)

(2)

Term Limited

-0.24
(0.03)

-0.24
(0.03)

N
Legislators
Outcome Mean
Standard Dev.
Legislator FE
Chamber-Year FE
Chamber-Party-Year FE

11,109
4,642
0.00
1.00
Yes
Yes

11,109
4,642
0.00
1.00
Yes
Yes

In all columns the outcome variable is the first principal component from a PCA of the three measures
of effort. The unit of observation is a legislator. The
variable Term Limited is a dummy variable indicating
if a legislator is in her final, term-limited term. Robust
standard clustered by legislator in parentheses.

Main Results
Table 2 presents the overall estimates of being term limited on legislative productivity. In
the first column, we use legislator and chamber-year fixed effects, so that we are comparing
the change in productivity for termed-out legislators to changes for legislators who are in
their same legislature at the same time, but who are not yet termed-out themselves. We see
a noticeable on-average decrease in productivity for legislators when they can no longer seek
reelection. The estimates indicate a decrease of roughly one quarter of a standard deviation
in the distribution of legislator productivity, reflecting substantively meaningful shifts in
all three underlying components of the productivity index, which we will estimate directly
below.
In the second column, we use chamber-party-year fixed effects to ensure that the results
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are not driven by differential trends across parties within each legislature—this could be
important, if productivity is in large part a function of majority-party status. However, as
we see, the estimate is unchanged in this specification.
In sum, these estimates indicate that termed-out legislators respond to the reduction in
their electoral incentives by allocating less effort to visible dimensions of effort, as predicted
by models of electoral accountability, even despite the low salience and low information levels
in state legislative elections.12
In a normal difference-in-differences framework, we would validate these results by including leads of the treatment variable to look for evidence of pre-trending. Because of the
unusual nature of our design, where the number of time periods is fixed at a small number
for treated legislators, we cannot perform these typical diagnostics. Instead, we now turn to
validating the design by exploring the robustness of the estimates to a variety of alternative
approaches.

Robustness of Main Results
The estimates in Table 2 suggest that electoral incentives importantly affect legislator productivity, because they indicate a noticeable decrease in productivity for legislators who can
no longer seek reelection. These estimates, which are our preferred estimates, make comparisons only within a particular term-limited legislature at a particularly point in time, which
means that the “control group” from which counterfactual trends are constructed are all
legislators who themselves are serving in legislatures with term limits.
This is valuable because different states have very different legislative processes, which
makes it likely that each state will experience its own idiosyncratic shocks to legislative
productivity. However, it also raises two potential issues with parallel trends.
First, these control legislators must be of lower seniority than the termed-out legislators
12

As we discuss in the Appendix, these models also predict that elections will systematically select for
legislators who are more productive. In the Appendix, we evaluate this prediction, finding consistent
evidence that more-productive legislators perform better, electorally, on average.
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Table 3 – Robustness to Alternative Specifications. In their final
term, term-limited legislators are less productive.

Legislative Productivity Index
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

-0.23
(0.03)

-0.09
(0.03)

-0.09
(0.03)

-0.41
(0.03)

N
11,109
Legislators
4,642
Outcome Mean
0.00
Standard Dev.
1.00
Legislator FE
Yes
Chamber-Year FE
Yes
Year FE
Log(Seniority)
Yes
Seniority FE
Cohort-Year FE
Matched to NY/TX Legs
Match Pair-Year FEs

11,109
4,642
0.00
1.00
Yes

11,109
4,642
0.00
1.00
Yes

11,416
1,506
0.00
1.00
Yes

Term Limited

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

In all columns the outcome variable is the first principal component
from a PCA of the three measures of effort. The unit of observation is
a legislator. The variable Term Limited is a dummy variable indicating if a legislator is in her final, term-limited term. Robust standard
clustered by legislator in parentheses.

they are being compared to, since they all serve in the same legislature with the same termlimit rules. This means we are extrapolating from changes in productivity for someone with
fewer terms of seniority to obtain a counterfactual for termed-out legislators. If the relationship between productivity and terms of service is non-linear—for example, if productivity
grows fast in early terms as legislators learn about the legislature, but then levels off once
they’ve gained sufficient experience—then the estimates above would be over-estimates of
the effect of electoral incentives, because the large increases in productivity for less-senior
legislators would be used as the counterfactual for termed-out legislators who, because they
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are more senior, would not actually see such large productivity increases even if they weren’t
termed out in their more advanced terms.
In Table 3, we use a number of specifications to address this potential issue, continuing
to find consistent decreases in productivity for term-limited legislators.
In the first column, we add a control for the log of the number of terms a legislator has
served in the legislature, to try to address the possibility of concave learning across terms
in a parametric manner. In this specification we continue to make comparisons only within
legislatures, but at the cost of having to impose a particular parametric specification. As
the table shows, we continue to find a negative effect of being term limited on productivity.
The next two columns avoid imposing a parametric specification, but at the cost of using
cross-legislature information. In the second column, we control for seniority more flexibly
by including seniority fixed effects, but we switch from chamber-year to year fixed effects,
as there is insufficient variation within term-limited states to estimate both chamber-year
fixed effects and seniority fixed effects simultaneously. In the third column, we use cohortyear fixed effects instead of chamber-year fixed effects. This means that we are constructing
counterfactual trends using legislators in any state in our sample who entered the legislature
in the same year as a given treated legislator. Since different states in our sample have
different term-limit lengths, and also implemented their term limits at different times, this
allows us to get counterfactual trends while holding experience constant, avoiding the need
to compare across levels of seniority and therefore neutralizing basic learning effects. In both
of these specifications, while the estimate shrinks somewhat in size, it remains negative and
statistically significant.
The second potential issue is that legislators in term-limited legislatures may be anticipating their own future final terms. Knowing that they are going to be termed-out themselves
if they win enough of their reelection bids could affect their effort allocation in their early
terms, in which case they do not provide a good counterfactual for how termed-out legislators
would behave if they could still run for reelection.
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The final column of the table addresses anticipatory effects as well as the issue of making
comparisons across legislators of different levels of seniority by bringing in data from two
non-term-limited states, New York and Texas.13 Ideally we would have data from all nonterm-limited states, but as we explained in Section 3, it is not tractable to collect this data
universally. New York and Texas are good comparison states without term limits because
electoral incentives for legislators in these states should be broadly representative of the kinds
of incentives at play in our sample. As we show in Figures A.3 and A.4, New York and Texas
vary in their level of legislative professionalism and in how much they pay their legislators
in ways that helpfully span the range of the term-limited legislatures. New York is a highly
professionalized legislature with high legislative salaries, and is quite similar to California,
the largest term-limited state in our sample. Texas is much less professionalized and pays
legislators much less, which places it roughly in the middle of the other term-limited states in
our sample. While other states might also serve as useful control cases, New York and Texas
are particularly emblematic cases that also offered data that was relatively straightforward
to digitize, so we focus on them.
Using these non-term-limited states allows us to compare term-limited legislators to legislators in other states who have served the same number of terms but who are not facing
term limits, and therefore not structuring their behavior in anticipation of them.
For each observation for treated legislator i in year j—that is, for each observation for a
legislator who goes on to hit a binding term limit—we create a matched control “synthetic”
legislator whose productivity is the average productivity for legislators in New York and
Texas in year j who have served the same number of terms in the legislature as legislator i.
We then estimate the difference-in-differences design using legislator fixed effects and match13

This analysis also addresses a third concern related to mean reversion. In our baseline specification,
candidates who survive to their final term may have been particularly “lucky” in past sessions in the
legislature. By conditioning on their survival to their third term, while not conditioning on survival in the
control group, mean reversion could explain some of the on-average decrease in productivity we observe in
the treated group. We have tested for this in our baseline model by including an indicator for a legislator’s
final term (whether because of term limits or not), and the main estimate shrinks but remains large and
negative. Using states without term limits provides a superior way to address mean reversion, though,
because we can use control legislators who have survived the same number of electoral terms.
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pair-year fixed effects, so that we are comparing the change in productivity for a term-limited
legislator in their final term to the corresponding change in productivity for legislators in
New York and Texas.
As the table shows, in this specification which addresses both the learning issue and the
anticipatory issue, we actually find a much larger and just as precise estimate.
While the estimates vary in magnitude across these robustness checks, they are consistently negative and statistically significant. With these in mind, we now turn back to our
preferred specification in order to discuss the substantive interpretation of these estimates
on the productivity index.

4.3

Understanding Effects on Productivity

The analyses above presented and validated our difference-in-differences design estimates
that indicate a consistent negative effect of being term-limited on legislator productivity. We
focus on the productivity index because it captures the most information about a legislator’s
behavior; however, it is difficult to interpret on its own. In this section, we use our main
specifications from above, focusing only on within-state information, to estimate effects
on each of the three components of the productivity index in order to assess what these
productivity effects mean.
Table 4 presents the resulting estimates. The first two columns show the estimated effect
of being term limited on showing up to cast roll-call votes. In their final term, the rate at
which termed-out legislators cast votes on roll calls decreases by approximately 2.7 percentage points, from an overall mean of roughly 90%. Inverting this, control legislators miss
roughly 10% of votes, and treated legislators miss roughly 12.7% of votes—a proportional
increase in abstention of 27%. Interestingly, this 2.7 percentage point effect is meaningfully
larger than the estimated effect of term length on abstention reported in Titiunik (2016),
which was roughly 1.8 to 2.1 percentage points across contexts.
Columns 3 and 4 show estimates on the number of bills sponsored. While we take the
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Table 4 – Effect of Electoral Incentives on Bill Sponsorship, Committee Activity, and Attendance. In their final term, term-limited
legislators are less productive.

Pct
Floor Votes

Sponsored
Bills

Committee
Activity

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Term Limited

-2.70
(0.53)

-2.63
(0.53)

-1.63
(0.77)

-1.34
(0.70)

-0.31
(0.06)

-0.30
(0.05)

N
Legislators
Outcome Mean
Standard Dev.
Legislator FE
Chamber-Year FE
Chamber-Party-Year FE

11,109 11,109
4,642 4,642
90.48 90.48
16.25 16.25
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

16,727
6,207
27.32
35.17
Yes
Yes

16,727
6,207
27.32
35.17
Yes

16,255
6,123
3.84
2.32
Yes
Yes

16,255
6,123
3.84
2.32
Yes

Yes

Yes

In column 1 the outcome variable is the log of the number of sponsored bills, plus one.
In column 2 the outcome variable is an index of committee activity. In column 3 the
outcome is the percentage of roll-call votes the legislator is present for and votes on. In
column 4 the outcome variable is the first principal component from a PCA of the three
measures of effort. The unit of observation is a legislator. The variable Term Limited
is a dummy variable indicating if a legislator is in her final, term-limited term. Dataset
covers the 14 state legislative chambers with term limits of three terms or longer, and
covers legislative terms following elections from 1984-2014. Robust standard clustered
by legislator in parentheses.

log of this variable in constructing the productivity index, we show the results here in levels
for interpretability (estimates are substantively similar in logs). In their final term, termedout legislators introduce roughly 1.6 fewer bills (column 3) or 1.3 fewer bills (column 4),
compared to an overall mean of 27 bills. This is roughly a 6% decline in proportional terms.
Finally, columns 5 and 6 show that, in their final term, termed-out legislators’ committee
activity index declines by roughly 0.3 points, from an overall mean of 3.8—roughly an 8%
decline in proportional terms.
Taken together, these estimates on the components of the productivity index suggest that
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the removal of electoral incentives leads to meaningful shifts in legislator behavior across all
three components.

Variation in the Estimate Supports Its Validity
In the Appendix Table A3, we explore several key sources of heterogeneity in the overall
effect of being term limited on legislator productivity that further support the logic of our
finding. In particular, we show that the effect of being term limited is substantially larger
for states where the term limit is a lifetime limit, meaning that the legislator can never again
run for her current office, as compared to states where the term limit is merely “consecutive,”
which means the termed-out legislator only has to sit out a term before running again. Since
the lifetime limits weaken electoral incentives more dramatically, it is reassuring to see that
our estimate is larger (more negative) in these cases.
We also show that the effect is larger (more negative) for more professionalized legislatures
and for legislatures that pay higher salaries. Since the benefits of holding office are higher
in these legislatures (they pay more, are more prestigious, and are full-time jobs), models
of accountability would suggest that electoral incentives should be stronger in these cases.
Again, that we find this theoretically predicted heterogeneity is reassuring.

Do Termed-Out Legislators Run for Other Offices?
The estimates above are likely a lower bound on the effects of the removal of electoral
incentives, because these term limits do not truly remove all electoral incentives. Some
state legislators who are termed out go on to run for other offices, including the other
chamber of their state legislature if allowed, and may consider these future campaigns when
structuring their behavior in their final term.14 To the extent this behavior occurs, it makes
the “treatment” of being term limited weaker, because legislators who have committed to
14

Ban, Llaudet, and Snyder (2016) show that term-limited state legislators are more likely than other state
legislators to run for the U.S. House. On the other hand, the baseline rate at which state legislators run
for the House is only around 1% (Hall 2018), and the part-time nature of many state legislatures suggests
that many legislators go back to their day jobs when not holding political office.
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running for another office in short order still face meaningful incentives that could structure
how they allocate their effort in their final term. This would make them similar to the control
legislators, who also face electoral incentives, and would thereby attenuate the estimate to
some degree. Consistent with this possibility, Table A3 in the Appendix shows evidence that
the effect of being term limited is larger (more negative) in California and Oklahoma. In these
two states, term limits are cumulative, which means that once a legislator hits her binding
term limit, she cannot run for either legislative chamber in the future. Even so, we continue
to find a large and negative estimate for other term-limited states, probably because many
termed-out legislators do not run for other offices, and thus have weak electoral incentives
in their final term.

5

Termed-Out Legislators Do Not Seem to Shift Platforms

In the final part of the paper, we evaluate whether being term limited leads legislators to
systematically shift their ideological platforms. If electoral incentives encourage legislators
to adopt more responsive ideological platforms—as posited by the “marginality hypothesis”
(e.g., Fiorina 1973) and related accounts about “ideological shirking” (Bender and Lott
1996)—then we might expect this pushes their platforms towards the center, on average; as
a result, when electoral incentives are removed, we might expect to see Republicans move
farther to the right, ideologically, and Democrats to move farther to the left.
On the other hand, if electoral incentives encourages legislators to pander to their bases
(e.g., Canes-Wrone, Herron, and Shotts 2001), we might expect them to push their platforms
to the extreme, in which case they might move back towards the middle when they no longer
have to seek reelection.
Finally, if electoral incentives do not affect candidate positioning—either because election
results are not sensitive to changes in candidate platforms, or because candidates cannot or
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will not credibly change their platforms on the fly—then we might see no change in positions
for termed-out legislators.15
Previous empirical literature has not evaluated this exact question, and in general has
come to mixed conclusions on the role of electoral incentives in ideological positioning. There
is a very large body of research on the question of how legislators behave during “lame duck”
sessions—for a review, see Bender and Lott (1996)—but it is mainly focused on party-level
outcomes, and results on whether legislators “shirk” ideologically are very mixed. Empirical
evaluations of the marginality hypothesis also come to mixed conclusions, though more
recent research argues that electoral competition does encourage moderation Griffin (2006).
By looking for individual-level shifts in ideological positioning in response to binding term
limits, we can contribute to these literatures by providing evidence from an especially strong
research design that varies the degree of electoral incentives at the level of the individual
legislator.
We first use our design to evaluate whether termed-out legislators systematically shift
their ideological positions as measured using W-NOMINATE. Table 5 presents the results. In
the first column, the outcome is the absolute value of W-NOMINATE. If legislators become
more ideologically extreme when they are not tempered by electoral incentives, one would
expect a positive effect. The coefficient is positive, but it is only marginally statistically
significant, and it is small in magnitude. In the next two columns, we split the sample into
Republicans and Democrats and estimate the effects on their W-NOMINATE separately.
These effects are very small in magnitude and statistically indistinguishable from zero.
While these results are suggestive, it is possible that W-NOMINATE is too crude of a
measure to detect important individual-level shifts in ideological positioning. To evaluate
potential ideological shifts another way, we use interest group scores of legislators’ issuespecific voting records. For each legislator for whom we have a set of interest-group ratings,
15

This would be consistent with the findings in Titiunik (2016), where longer term lengths, which can be
thought of as a way of diluting immediate electoral incentives, do not lead to greater ideological responsiveness.
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Table 5 – Effect of Electoral Incentives on Legislator Voting Behavior. In their final term, term-limited legislators cast roll-call votes less
often, but do not appear to alter their ideological positioning.

(1)

(2)

Abs
WNOM
WNOM
Dem

(3)
WNOM
Rep

Term Limited

0.02
(0.01)

-0.00
(0.01)

-0.01
(0.02)

N
Outcome Mean
Standard Dev.
Chamber-Year FE
Legislator FE

4,356
0.63
0.23
Yes
Yes

2,192
-0.62
0.33
Yes
Yes

2,143
0.52
0.38
Yes
Yes

In column 1, the outcome is the absolute value of the
legislator’s W-NOMINATE score. In columns 2 and 3,
the outcome is the legislators W-NOMINATE score,
and the data is separated by Democrats and Republicans, respectively. Dataset covers the 14 state legislative chambers with term limits of three terms or
longer, and covers legislative terms following elections
from 1984-2014. Robust standard clustered by legislator in parentheses.

we reshape the data such that each row now corresponds to a legislator i in chamber c ranked
by interest group j in term t. We estimate the effects separately for each issue area and each
party by running separate OLS regressions of the following form:

Interest Group Scoreijct = βTerm Limited ijct + γij + θjct + εijct ,

(4)

where Interest Group Scoreijct is interest group j’s score of legislator i in chamber c at
time t; Term Limited ijct indicates that legislator i was term limited at time t in chamber
c; γij represents legislator-by-interest group fixed effects; θjct represents interest group-bychamber-by-year fixed effects, and εijct is the error term. The coefficient of interest is β, and
note that we estimate this coefficient separately for each category and party.
Figure 2 presents the results. Overall, the results are similar to the W-NOMINATE
results. All estimates are small in magnitude – most point estimates are located between 0
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Figure 2 – Effect of Electoral Incentives on Interest Group Ratings.
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Effect of Being Term Limited on Interest Group Ratings (0-100)

and +/- 1 percentage point. Relative to the 0-100 scale, these effects are small, and statistically speaking they are indistinguishable from zero. There does not seem to be a particular
pattern across parties or interest-group categories. Overall, the findings do not suggest that
legislators fundamentally change their ideological positions when they are termed out of
office.
We should be cautious in interpreting the results because these analyses are only able to
detect systematic deviations. If legislators systematically shift to the right and left, or to
the middle, our design should detect this. On the other hand, if different legislators within
the same party deviate in different directions—for example, if legislators have heterogeneous
personal ideological preferences, and they deviate towards these personal preferences when
electoral incentives are removed—our design will not detect this. Hence, the null results we
find suggest that there are not systematic, predictable shifts in ideological platforms when
electoral incentives are diminished, but they do not rule out other kinds of idiosyncratic
shifts in positioning.
Nevertheless, in contrast with the marginality hypothesis and other accounts that link
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electoral incentives to increased ideological responsiveness, the results suggest the potentially
limited power of elections to drive major changes in ideological positioning. These findings
are in line with past research on the general rigidity of candidate platforms (Hall 2018;
Lee, Moretti, and Butler 2004; Poole and Rosenthal 2000), and with research suggesting the
limited link between candidate positions and electoral outcomes in state legislatures (Rogers
2017).

6

Conclusion

A main purpose of elections is to influence incumbents’ behavior by forcing them to consider
their prospects for reelection. How much elections succeed in influencing incumbent behavior
is unclear, though. The bulk of democratically elected politicians in the world are legislators,
who work together to set policy and have limited opportunities to differentiate themselves
from their co-partisans. The conventional wisdom in much of the literature on legislators
and voter behavior is that this collective behavior prevents voters from paying attention
to the actions of individual legislators, in turn eroding the ability of electoral incentives to
influence individual legislator’s behavior.
Whether electoral incentives influence legislator behavior has been an elusive question
to study, because it is hard to obtain exogenous variation in electoral incentives. We have
followed previous work on executive office accountability by taking advantage of term limits,
which offer the chance to observe how incumbents behave in the absence of strong electoral
incentives. We build on existing designs because the term limits in the legislatures we
study are three terms or longer in length, allowing us to implement a stronger difference-indifferences design based on within-incumbent comparisons using within-state counterfactual
trends.
Our evidence suggests that electoral incentives influence how legislators allocate their
effort in important ways. Elections appear to induce incumbents to be allocate their effort
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towards observable measures of productivity; once term-limited, we have shown, incumbent
legislators sponsor fewer bills, provide less committee service, and are absent for more roll-call
votes, on average.
On the other hand, electoral incentives do not appear to affect ideological positioning, to
the extent we can study it. We find no evidence that incumbents become more extreme or
more moderate in their final, term-limited term. This is consistent with theoretical work that
postulates that candidates cannot commit to less-preferred platforms and always implement
their preferred policies (Alesina 1988; Osborne and Slivinski 1996; Besley and Coate 1997).
It is also consistent with behavioral accounts that suggest that voters do not pay attention to
candidate platforms, and with evidence that the relationship between candidate moderation
and election outcomes in state legislatures is muted (Rogers 2017).
While our focus in this study is not on evaluating the causal effects of term limits as
a policy, our results are certainly relevant to the long-running debate over term limits. A
major argument against legislative term limits is that they might lead to shirking by finalterm incumbents who no longer need to seek reelection. While our results are consistent with
that possibility, they do not establish that term limits cause shirking for two reasons. First,
while we can confidently say that term-limited legislators allocate less effort towards the
visible components of effort that we study—roll-call voting, bill sponsorship, and committee
service—we do not know what else they might allocate efforts towards as a result. They
could simply be spending more time in leisure, but they could also be spending more time
serving their constituents in other ways. Second, our estimates are not sufficient to assess
what happens to aggregate effort in the legislature in response to term limits. Term limits
could lead individual incumbents to “shirk” in their final term while increasing the aggregate
productivity of the legislature in other ways (e.g., by empowering new members of the
legislature, or by shifting more production to interest groups and lobbyists). For these
reasons, we are cautious in applying our findings to the normative debate over term limits,
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and see our analysis as primarily valuable for shedding light on the core function that elections
play in altering the behavior of reelection-minded legislators.
The specific mechanisms by which elections influence how legislators allocate their effort
is an important question that goes beyond the evidence we have presented in this paper.
It is possible that there are a sufficient number of attentive voters even in state legislative
elections that incumbents must undertake visible activities these voters prefer. It is also
possible—and, based on anecdotal evidence, likely—that parties and interest groups play
large roles in shaping incumbent behavior in anticipation of electoral consequences. Whatever the mechanisms, our investigation reveals a striking ability for elections to influence
how individual legislators allocate their effort, even in low-information settings like U.S.
state legislatures, while seeming to have less impact on their ideological platforms.
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A.1

Data

Table A.1 shows the coverage of our dataset in terms of states and years.
Table A.1 – #Term Limited Legislators / Total # Legislators
Term

AR
House

AZ
House

CA
House

CO
House

FL
House

ME
House

MI
House

MO
House

2015-2016
25/100
5/60
15/80
6/65
22/118
17/151
40/110
2013-2014
25/100
3/60
17/80
9/65
15/120
20/151
29/110
2012-2015
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
2011-2012
24/100
4/60
22/80
7/65
11/120
27/151
15/110
2009-2010
34/100 14/60
18/80
8/65
24/120
21/151
34/110
2008-2011
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
2007-2008
29/100
7/60
24/80 11/65
35/120
16/151
44/110
2005-2006
27/100
3/60
26/80 13/65
19/120
18/151
21/110
2004-2007
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
2003-2004
37/100
5/60
19/80
8/65
7/120
21/151
36/110
2001-2002
14/100
9/60
21/80
6/65
14/120
26/151
23/110
2000-2003
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
1999-2000
25/100 14/60
21/80
9/65
58/120
17/151
20/110
1997-1998
51/100
0/60
14/80 18/65
0/120
10/151
64/110
1996-1999
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
1995-1996
0/100
0/60
26/80
./.
0/120
29/151
0/110
1993-1994
0/100
0/60
0/80
./.
0/120
0/151
0/110
1991-1992
0/100
0/60
./.
./.
0/120
0/151
./.
1989-1990
0/100
./.
./.
./.
./.
0/151
./.
1987-1988
0/100
./.
./.
./.
./.
0/151
./.
1985-1986
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
0/151
./.
Total
291/1500 64/780 223/960 95/650 205/1558 222/2416 326/1320

23/163
12/163
./.
25/163
55/163
./.
18/163
8/163
./.
13/163
74/163
./.
0/163
0/163
./.
0/163
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
228/1793

MT
House

NV
House

OH
House

OK
House

SD
House

LA
House

13/100
2/42
15/99 19/101 14/70
7/100
3/42
18/99
7/101
6/70
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
12/100
1/42
7/99
5/101
7/70
11/100 10/42
15/99
5/101
8/70
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
14/100
0/42
28/99
7/101 13/70
15/100
0/42
14/99 15/101
7/70
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
5/100
0/42
9/99 28/101
4/70
9/100
0/42
10/99
0/101
7/70
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
0/42
48/99
0/101 19/70
./.
./.
0/99
0/101
0/70
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
0/101
./.
./.
./.
./.
0/101
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
86/800 16/378 164/990 86/1212 85/700

./.
./.
11/105
./.
./.
13/105
./.
./.
53/105
./.
./.
0/105
./.
./.
0/105
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
./.
77/525

AZ
Senate

LA
Senate

ME
Senate

Total

1/30
./.
2/35
219/1324
1/30
./.
1/35
173/1326
./.
5/39
./.
16/144
2/30
./. 10/35
179/1326
10/30
./.
4/35
271/1326
./.
6/39
./.
19/144
2/30
./.
6/35
254/1326
3/30
./.
1/35
190/1326
./. 18/39
./.
71/144
2/30
./.
7/35
201/1326
6/30
./.
8/35
227/1326
./.
0/39
./.
0/144
7/30
./.
7/35
245/1226
0/30
./.
1/35
158/1184
./.
0/39
./.
0/144
0/30
./.
4/35
59/950
0/30
./.
0/35
0/787
0/30
./.
0/35
0/496
./.
./.
0/35
0/286
./.
./.
0/35
0/286
./.
./.
0/35
0/186
34/390 29/195 51/560 2282/16727

Louisiana has off-cycle elections, and legislators are elected for 4-year periods.

A.2

Reviewing A Simple Model of Accountability and
Term Limits

To clarify the meaning of the main estimates on productivity, we consider an extremely
simplified version of the model from Alt, Bueno de Mesquita, and Rose (2011). Candidates
have type θ ∈ {θI , θC } (I for incompetent, C for competent). Among the pool of all possible
candidates, the fraction µ0 ∈ (0, 1) are competent types. If elected to office, the candidate
chooses high or low effort a ∈ {a, ā}. When competent types exert effort (ā), they produce
the good outcome H with certainty; if they do not exert effort (a), they still produce H
with probability γ ∈ (0, 1). Incompetent types cannot produce H and so never exert effort.
Candidates receive payoffs B − c(a) where B is the benefit from holding office and c(a) is
the cost of effort, which is c for ā and 0 otherwise. Voters only care about maximizing the
chance of receiving the H outcome.
39

Before the first period, a candidate is randomly drawn from the pool to serve as incumbent. The candidate then chooses whether or not to exert effort. The first-period outcome,
H or L, is observed, and the voter decides whether to retain the incumbent for the second
period or replace her with a new draw from the pool. In the final period, if the incumbent
is reelected, she faces a term limit and so exerts low effort for sure. If instead the voter
chooses to replace the incumbent, we assume that the new incumbent behaves in the second
period (her first as incumbent) just like the original incumbent did in the first period, in
equilibrium (Alt, Bueno de Mesquita, and Rose (2011) works through the fuller model, in
which there are infinite periods and this assumption is not necessary; our simplified version
offers the same intuition as that more rigorous version.)
Below, we derive the conditions under which there is an equilibrium in pure strategies
where all competent types exert effort in the first period, voters re-elect all competent types,
and competent types do not exert effort in the final period. The key condition for this
equilibrium is that γ > µ0 . Intuitively, the voter will only reelect an incumbent who has
produced H if the payoff of having a competent incumbent slack off in the final period exceeds
the expected payoff from a random draw from the pool. We now use this equilibrium to
study the effects we wish to estimate. The electoral incentives effect is the effect of removing
electoral incentives on incumbent effort. If the competent type exerts effort, H results for
sure; if the competent type does not exert effort, there is a γ chance of H. Therefore the
true electoral incentives effect is γ − 1.16
A pooled comparison of outcomes between cases with second-term incumbents and with
first-term incumbents does not estimate the electoral incentives effect. Second-term incumbents are all competent, but they exert low effort, so we observe outcome H in γ of the cases.
First-term incumbents exert effort and produce H if they are competent, so we observe H
in µ0 of the cases. The pooled comparison therefore estimates γ − µ0 . Since 1 > γ > µ0 in
this equilibrium, this comparison underestimates the true effect of the removal of reelection
16

We define this effect to be negative rather than positive in the spirit of our empirical design below, which
estimates the effect of the removal of accountability via term limits.
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incentives—it is positive even though the true effect is negative. This is because the true,
negative accountability effect is confounded by positive electoral selection; incumbents who
survive to be term limited are more likely to be competent.
However, a within-incumbent comparison of outcomes for the incumbent’s second term
vs. first term correctly estimates the effect of the removal of reelection incentives, because
incumbent type is a fixed attribute that can be differenced out. In their first term, competent
incumbents all produce H. Only competent incumbents are re-elected to serve a second term,
where they do not exert effort and product H with probability γ. Therefore the average of
the within-incumbent comparisons, made only for incumbents who serve two terms, will be
γ − 1 < 0. In the difference-in-differences design below, we will interpret the estimated effect
of term limits as capturing this electoral incentives effect.
In addition to the electoral incentives effect, this model also predicts an electoral selection effect; second-term incumbents are all competent, in this equilibrium, while first-term
incumbents have only a µ0 chance of being competent. The settings we study below will
feature term limits of greater than two lengths—a context that, to our knowledge, has not
been explored theoretically because of the complexity that comes in accountability models
with more than two terms—but we will examine this qualitative prediction. If there is an
electoral selection effect, then incumbents who have served more terms should be of higher
competence than those who survive fewer rounds of electoral selection; our data confirms
that this is the case in term-limited state legislatures.
The gap between models of adverse selection and moral hazard in elections and our empirical context is considerable. Virtually all models of elections as accountability mechanisms
focus on executive offices, supposing that incumbents can directly implement policy or influence the state of the world if elected. Not coincidentally, existing studies using term limits
to study electoral accountability also focus on executive offices; Besley and Case (1995), List
and Sturm (2006), and Alt, Bueno de Mesquita, and Rose (2011) all study U.S. governors,
while Ferraz and Finan (2011) studies Brazilian mayors. Unlike executives, an individual
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legislator is rarely pivotal. Although she can certainly influence policy, it will be particularly difficult for voters to attribute any change in the state of the world to their individual
representative. Given this challenge, and the lack of theoretical work, we see our paper as
a first step in helping to stimulate the production of models of this form. As we will show,
legislative elections appear to affect the allocation of legislator effort despite these differences
from elections for executive offices.

Details on Equilibrium
We are interested in a possible equilibrium in pure strategies in which the voter retains the
incumbent if she observes H at the end of the first period, and kicks out the incumbent if
she instead observes L.
Let the voter’s belief about the probability the incumbent is competent, conditional on
observing outcome O, be µ̃. If the voter observes H at the end of the first period, she
knows with certainty that the incumbent is a competent type; that is, µ̃“H = 1. If the voter
observes L at the end of the first period, either the incumbent is an incompetent type, or
the incumbent is a competent type who has exerted low effort. Therefore her belief is

µ̃“L =

µ0 (1 − α)(1 − γ)
,
µ0 (1 − α)(1 − γ) + (1 − µ0 )

where α is the voter’s belief about the probability that a competent time chooses high effort.
In a pure strategy equilibrium, we have α = 1, so this simply reduces to µ̃“L = 0.
Consider first when the voter observes H in the first period. In the second and final
period, when the termed-out incumbent does not exert effort, she will receive H with probability γ. For the voter to retain the incumbent after observing H in the first period, this
must be higher than the chance of getting H in second period from replacing the incumbent
with a new, first-term incumbent. There is a µ0 chance the replacement incumbent would
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be a competent type. We assume this replacement would also exert effort in the first term.
Therefore for this equilibrium we must have γ > µ0 .
Now consider when the voter observes L in the first period. Again, she has a µ0 chance of
getting H from replacing the incumbent with a new incumbent. If she retains the incumbent,
she has a µ̃“L γ chance of getting H in the final period. Therefore, for an equilibrium in
which the voters retains if H and removes if L in the first period, it must be the case that
µ0 > µ̃“L γ = 0. Therefore, our condition for this equilibrium is γ > µ0 > 0.
Now we must consider the competent incumbent’s payoffs to ensure he has no profitable
deviation. If the incumbent exerts effort, he wins for sure, receiving payoff B − c. If he
does not exert effort, he still wins with probability γ. In choosing whether to deviate, and
potentially to mix, he faces the following optimization problem

max α(B − c) + (1 − α)γB.
α

Therefore, the competent incumbent will have no incentive to deviate if B − c > γB.
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A.3

Elections Select For Productive Legislators

Theories of adverse selection and moral hazard in elections predict a causal effect of politician competence on survival in office. High-type politicians should, on average, survive more
rounds of electoral selection than less competent politicians. While this predicted effect cannot be directly estimated because competence, by definition, is unobservable in these models,
these theories do predict an observable, positive association between a politician’s productivity and the number of elections she survives (because intrinsically competent politicians
are both more productive and, in expectation, survive more elections).
Figure A.1 offers a simple test of this prediction. The figure presents the conditional
expectation of incumbent productivity in their first term, only, across the number of elections
incumbents go on to win in their entire careers. The idea is that first-term productivity
reflects incumbent type separate from effects of learning while in office and of term limits.
As the plot shows, the more elections an incumbent wins over the course of her career, the
more productive she was in her first term, on average. Incumbents who survive more rounds
of electoral selection appear to be more productive types.
To investigate this association more formally, we use OLS to estimate models of the form

Productivity ic,min(ti ) = βs Elections Won ic,max(ti ) + δct + εict ,

(5)

where Productivity ic,min(ti ) measures the productivity of legislator i in chamber c in his first
term in office, min(ti ); Elections Won ic,max(ti ) counts the total number of elections that
legislator i in chamber c has won at the end of his career in year, max(ti ); δct are chamber-byterm fixed effects. To be clear, this is not a panel regression, but a cross-sectional comparison
of legislators. The coefficient βs is essentially estimated by comparing first-term productivity
of legislators who differ in the number of elections they survive over the course of their careers,
but who were elected to the same chamber in the same year. By focusing exclusively on
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Figure A.1 – Selection Effects. Legislators who win more elections are
already more productive in their first term, suggesting that elections successfully select for high productivity types.
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legislators’ first-term productivity, the selection effect is not confounded by learning effects,
or by the effects of term limits. Theory predicts that βs > 0.
Table A.2 presents the results. As the table shows, consistent with the figure, we see
evidence that incumbents who win more elections were more productive in their first term,
on average. Although there is no difference in the number bills sponsored, the differences in
committee activity, showing up to cast roll-call votes, and the overall productivity index are
considerable.
The average state in our sample has a term limit of 4.4 terms. According to column
4, an incumbent who serves 4.4 terms is predicted to be 0.26 units more productive on the
productivity index. This electoral selection effect is roughly as large as the electoral incentives
effect we estimated in the paper, as would be predicted in an equilibrium in which voters
are willing to reelect incumbents into final, term-limited terms. In sum, we find evidence for
substantial electoral selection for more productive incumbents, despite the fact that these
elections are relatively low salience affairs with little information available to voters.
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Table A.2 – Electoral Selection for Productivity. On average, incumbents who survive more rounds of electoral selection are more productive
than those who survive fewer rounds.

Log of Bills
Sponsored,
1st Term

Committee
Activity,
1st Term

Pct Floor
Votes,
st
1 Term

Productivity
Index,
st
1 Term

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Elections Won

0.01
(0.01)

0.05
(0.02)

1.73
(0.25)

0.05
(0.01)

N
Legislators
Mean
Standard Dev.
Chamber-Year FE

5,316
5,316
2.63
1.10
Yes

5,210
5,210
3.44
2.11
Yes

3,679
3,679
92.77
13.27
Yes

3,679
3,679
-0.16
0.94
Yes

Outcome variables are all measured using only the incumbent’s first term in
office, to measure type rather than learning. In columns 1 the outcome variable is the log of the number of sponsored bills, plus one. In columns 2 the
outcome variable is an index of committee activity. In columns 3 the outcome
is the percentage of roll-call votes the legislator is present for and votes on. In
columns 4 the outcome variable is the first principal component from a PCA of
the three measures of effort. The variable Elections Won is a simple count of
the total number of elections a legislator has won over her entire career. The
unit of observation is a legislator. Dataset covers the 14 state legislative chambers with term limits of three terms are longer, and covers legislative terms
following elections from 1984-2014. Robust standard clustered by legislator in
parentheses.

A.4

Selection Effect in States without Term Limits

In figure A.2, we show the selection effects based on legislators in chambers without term
limits. In particular, the graph is constructed using data on TX and NY as well as data on
the states with term limits before they take effect. The positive slope suggests that elections
select for more productive legislators in chambers without term limits.
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Figure A.2 – Selection Effects: States without Term Limits.
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A.5

Heterogeneity in the Effects of Electoral Incentives

Table A.3 looks at several key sources of heterogeneity in the overall effect of being term
limited on legislator productivity.
In the first column, we interact the Term Limited indicator with an indicator for whether
the state that the legislator serves in has a lifetime ban, or not. As we see, the effect of being
term limited on bill sponsorship appears to be much larger (almost twice as large) in states
with lifetime bans.
We also investigate how the effect varies across state legislatures that pay their legislators
more or less. Higher salaries give legislators stronger incentives to desire reelection, and are
also a proxy for more professional legislatures where career incentives are stronger and voter
information may be higher (Squire 2007; Rogers 2017). Salary is measured in thousands of
dollars per day; as the results show, the effect of being term limited on productivity appears
to grow substantially as salary increases.
In the third column, we interact the Term Limited variable with the measure of state
legislative professionalization from Bowen and Greene (2014). We scale this measure to run
from 0, in the least professionalized legislature, to 1 in the most professionalized legislature.
Similar to the previous column, we see that the effect of being term limited on productivity
is much larger (more than twice as much) for the most professionalized legislature than the
least.
In the fourth column, we interact the treatment with an indicator for whether the state
has a cumulative ban. As mentioned in the paper, in California and Oklahoma, term limits
are based on the total number of terms served irrespective of whether they are served in
the lower or upper chamber of the legislature, which means that treated legislators in these
states do not have electoral incentives related to considering a run for the other chamber
after they are termed out. As we see, while the interaction is too noisy to provide much
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confidence, we do estimate that the effect is meaningfully larger (more negative) in these
states.
Finally, in the fifth column, we interact the treatment variable with a measure of the
power of the Speaker, which comes from Mooney (2013). As the resulting estimate shows,
we do not find any evidence that the effect of being term limited on productivity gets smaller
(or larger) in cases where the majority party is more powerful.
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Table A.3 – Variation in the Effect of Electoral Incentives.

Productivity Index
(2)
(3)
(4)

(1)
Term Limited

-0.19
(0.04)

Term Limited ×
Lifetime Ban

-0.13
(0.06)

Term Limited ×
Daily Salary (1,000s)

-0.16
(0.05)

-0.15
(0.05)

-0.23
(0.03)

(5)
-0.21
(0.07)

-0.22
(0.12)

Term Limited ×
Professionalization

-0.20
(0.08)

Term Limited ×
Cumulative Ban

-0.07
(0.08)

Term Limited ×
Mooney Ranking

-0.00
(0.01)

N
11,109
Legislator Fixed Effects
Yes
Chamber-Year Fixed Effects
Yes

10,412
Yes
Yes

10,412
Yes
Yes

11,109
Yes
Yes

11,109
Yes
Yes

In column 1, the indicator for being term-limited is interacted with an indicator for
whether or not a state’s term limit is a lifetime ban or only requires the legislator to
sit out a term. In column 2, the term-limited indicator is interacted with the average
legislative salary per day. In column 3, the term-limited indicator is interacted with
an index of legislative professionalization. In particular, all states are ranked according to Bowen and Greene (2014)’s index of legislative professionalization and the most
professional legislature is assinged a score of 1, and the least professional is assigned a
score of 0. In column 4, the term-limited indicator is interacted with an indicator of
whether the legislator is elected in one of the states that use cumulative bans (CA and
OK). In column 5, the term-limited indicator is interacted with a ranking of the states
based on Mooney’s index on the power of legislative leaders. The main effects of Lifetime Ban, Daily Salary, Professionalization, Cummulative Ban, and Mooney Ranking
are absorbed by the chamber-year fixed effects. Robust standard errors clustered by
legislator and reported in parentheses.
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A.6

Interest Group Ratings

The table below lists the interest groups whose ratings of legislators we use in our ideological
analysis in the paper. For each interest group, we provide their issue area classification, the
states in which they provide ratings, the range of years for which we obtained ratings, and
the total number of ratings we observe.
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Table A.4 – Interest Group Ratings
Interest Group

Issue Area

States

Year Range

Observations

American Civil Liberties Union
Other
CA CO FL LA ME MI MO OH OK
American Conservative Union
Other
AR AZ CA CO FL LA ME MI MO NV OH OK
American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) Labor Unions
AR AZ CA CO FL LA ME MI MO MT OH OK
Americans for Prosperity
Taxes
AZ CA FL LA MI MO MT OH
Arkansas Citizens First Congress
Other
AR
Associated Builders & Contractors
Business
CA CO FL LA ME MI OH OK
Associated Industries of Florida
Business
FL
California Communities United Institute
Abortion
CA
California Manufacturers and Technology Association
Business
CA
California National Organization for Women
Abortion
CA
California Park & Recreation Society
Business
CA
California Republican Assembly
Other
CA
California Taxpayers’ Association
Taxes
CA
Center for Arizona Policy
Abortion
AZ
Children’s Advocacy Institute
Education
CA
Christian Coalition of America
Other
CA FL LA ME MI MO OK
Clean Water Action
Environment
CA MI
Colorado Conservation Voters
Environment
CO
Colorado Union of Taxpayers
Taxes
CO
Congress of California Seniors
Other
CA
Conservation Colorado
Environment
CO
Consumer Federation of California
Business
CA
Drug Policy Forum of California (DPFCA)
Other
CA
Equality California
Abortion
CA
Family Planning Association of Maine
Abortion
ME
Florida Health Care Association (FHCA)
Business
FL
Foundation for Florida’s Future
Education
FL
Gun Owners of California
Guns
CA
Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association
Taxes
CA
League of Conservation Voters
Environment
AZ CA CO FL LA ME MI MO OH OK
Louisiana Association of Business and Industry (LABI)
Business
LA
Maine Conservation Voters
Environment
ME
Maine Education Association
Education
ME
Maine People’s Alliance
Other
ME
Maine Women’s Lobby
Abortion
ME
Michigan Farm Bureau
Business
MI
Missouri Farm Bureau Federation
Business
MO
Missouri National Education Association
Education
MO
Missouri Progressive Vote Coalition
Abortion
MO
Missouri Votes Conservation
Environment
MO
Montana Audubon
Environment
MT
Montana Conservation Voters
Environment
MT
Montana Contractors’ Association
Labor Unions
MT
Montana Education Association-Montana Federation of Teachers
Education
MT
Montana Environmental Information Center
Environment
MT
Montana Family Foundation
Other
MT
Montana Human Rights Network
Other
MT
Montana Shooting Sports Association
Guns
MT
Montana Stockgrowers Association
Business
MT
NARAL Pro-Choice America
Abortion
AZ CA CO FL LA ME MI MO MT OH SD
National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB)
Business AR AZ CA CO FL LA ME MI MO MT NV OH OK SD
National Rifle Association
Guns AR AZ CA CO FL LA ME MI MO MT NV OH OK SD
National Right to Life Committee
Abortion
AZ CA FL LA ME MI MO OK SD
Northern Plains Resource Council
Environment
MT
Oklahoma Institute for Child Advocacy
Education
OK
PROMO- For the Personal Rights of Missourians
Abortion
MO
PawPAC - California’s Political Action Committee for Animals
Environment
CA
Planned Parenthood Action Fund
Abortion
AR AZ CA CO FL LA ME MI MO MT NV OK
Research Institute for Economic Development
Business
OK
Sierra Club
Environment
AR AZ CA CO LA MI MO OH OK
South Dakota Farmers Union
Business
SD
The Oklahoma Constitution
Other
OK
United States Chamber of Commerce
Business
AZ CA CO FL LA ME MI MO MT OH OK
United States Public Interest Research Group (U.S. PIRG)
Business
CA CO ME MI MT OH

1994-2014
1992-2014
1995-2014
2003-2014
2002-2014
1994-2012
1998-2014
2000-2012
2002-2014
1996-2010
2000-2014
2000-2014
1996-2014
2002-2014
1996-2014
1992-2012
2000-2014
2000-2014
1996-2014
1998-2014
1998-2014
2000-2014
1998-2014
2000-2014
1998-2004
2008-2014
2006-2014
1996-2014
2002-2014
1994-2014
1995-2011
1998-2014
1996-2012
1996-2014
2002-2010
1998-2014
1996-2006
1996-2006
2002-2012
2000-2008
2000-2014
2000-2014
2006-2014
2000-2014
2000-2014
2004-2014
2000-2012
2000-2014
2000-2006
1994-2014
1994-2014
1992-2014
1994-2014
2000-2014
2002-2012
1996-2002
1996-2014
1992-2014
1998-2014
1994-2014
1996-2014
2006-2014
1994-2014
1994-2012

610
1,677
5,274
1,033
589
775
1,062
524
481
616
476
603
659
395
611
928
927
513
644
624
384
527
499
632
593
471
583
440
536
2,985
498
1,303
642
1,096
695
626
634
822
930
564
720
793
491
793
694
593
673
493
398
2,998
9,534
5,566
1,502
792
500
607
759
3,944
850
3,806
553
492
7,140
1,159

Total Legislator-Terms Ratings

80,331
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A.7

NY and TX as Non-Term-Limited Control States

In this section, we offer graphs to show how NY and TX span the range of professionalism
and salaries of term-limited state legislatures, and are therefore logical “control” states to
use in our alternative design in which we compare term-limited legislators to legislators in
other states that don’t have term limits.
Figure A.3 – State Legislative Professionalism: How NY and TX
Compare.
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Note: The figure is based on data from Bowen and Greene (2014).
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Figure A.4 – State Legislative Salaries: How NY and TX Compare.
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Note: The figure is based on data from Bowen and Greene (2014).
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